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KADENCE Releasing Power and Rack Enhancement
Missoula, MT, October 24th, 2016 - KADENCE announced today that its KADENCE Circuit Management (KCM)
platform will be enhanced with functionality specific to relay rack and electrical circuit management. KCM users
in data center and central office (CO) environments will be empowered to virtually depict rack equipment,
allocate power, manage contracts and represent asset ownership. The software release is scheduled for
November 10th.
Launched in 2014, KCM is an innovative OSS platform that optimizes the management of special circuits, inside
plant and trouble tickets. Courtesy of a workflow engine, business processes are formalized, key performance
indicators (KPIs) are developed and the timing associated with revenue realization is improved. Network visibility
is enhanced by functionality that efficiently documents circuits, facilities and inside plant and ultimately
correlates network customers, circuits, contracts and SLAs. Thanks to this association, maintenance notifications
can be issued in a matter of minutes courtesy of an intuitive GUI. A report library offers comprehensive and
customizable information specific to customer and offnet contract management as well as NECA reporting.
Todd Twete, KADENCE’s Vice President of Sales, reflected on the upcoming release, “Thanks to customer
feedback, we were made aware of a void in the industry in terms of solutions to effectively represent and
manage racks, cages and power in colocation environments. We continue to take a unique, inventive and costeffective approach to addressing the business drivers of our customers and are excited to equip our partners
with tools to improve efficiencies and drive profitability.”
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